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The Bush Clinical Fellows.Program: A Case Study Evaluation of an Innovative

Approach to Continuing Education for Physiciaps

ILENE B. HARRIS and.DOUGLAS A. FENDERSON, University of Minnesota Medical

SChool, Minneapolis, and The Bush Founda4on, St4 Paul, Minnesota

This paper reports a cast study eialuation'of a fellowship program designed

to enhance rural(physicians' mia-career development and improve rural health

care delivery. Case study data, including log diaries, critical.irici denis,

I t

and structured interviews, were analyzed to elicit themes pertaining to the

impact of the Program, on phys icians and their communities. _Zmpressive

outcomes include leadership in community health care delivery, and

professional and pe sonal renewal. This program can be a prototype for

continuing education of4other professionals. The case study evaluation
r k

Atthodology may provide guidance for evaluating other fellowship programs

which, until recently, have A.been systematically evaluated.

:'
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THE BUSH CLINICAL FELLOWS PROGRAM: CASE STUDY EVALUATION

OF AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR PHYSICIANS

0,

Harris, Ph.D: and 0 Uglas A. Fenderson, Ph.D.
University of Miinesota Medic 1 School,, Minneapolis

,.. and

' The Bush Foundation, S . Paul, Minnesota .? .

.

The Bush Clinical Fellows Program (fundedby the Bush Foundation,

St. Paul; Minnesota) is intended to enhande rural, physicians' mid-careei-

.4

development and improve rural pealth care delivery through aninnovative

approach,to continuing medical education.' Each year, selected rural

hysicians in mid ;career are granted, fellowships enabling titern to pursue

ndividually designed4rograms;of full-time study ranging from three to

elve months at institutions of their choice. This type of progr'am has

e potential to serveas a prototype for continuing educitiomand mid-

',
ca eer development of physicians, as well as other professional groups such

v.
as lawyers, nurses, and dentjs.t.s.., who do not currently haA institutionalized

____---o-sab a s. he evaluation approaches 'themselves may pro)iide guidance for
I 7 *4. ..

eva uating fellowship prog ams which,''until recently, hale not been

'-' .

'syst atically valuated k ). The purposes of,this paper,are to: 1)-descrrioe
..

the Togram a d iti backgr und;. 2) describe the_evalurat:ion methOdology;
. ,

3) port.s lected evaluatlon'results; and 4) discuss tlie iMplications of
.

. ,

the valuation approaches hd the res'ults. , '4.-

\ \,?

The e aSuation of this p dg ram was supported by the Bush Poundation,
St. Pn ul, Minnesota. .

.

Reque ts for reprints sil 04 be sentto:, Ilene B. Harris,.Ph:D.,University
. .

of Mi nesota MedFcal SCh 0 ' 'Office of CurriculumeAffairs, BOx 33 Ma o c
Memorial building, 426 j)jaware Street SE, Minneapolk, MN ,5455.
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' BACKGROUND

/

Ror the.past 'decade, health policy planners.and medical educators have

focused attention-on the need to improvehealth caredelivery in rural

areas (2,3). Until recently, this problem has been addressed primarily'

in terms of-increasing the number of primary care physicians practicing

in rural areas through changes in' medical school admission§ policies (4,5).:

and development of new .training programs (6), Despite the success of'some

cif these efforts., improvement.of rural health care delivery confronts

special problems related to the professionalt situation of established rural

These practitioners may have 'difficulty in
.

maintaining updated

clinical knowledge due to heavy workloads.and rtmoleness from major medical

centers.. They are more.likety than urban Physicians to be called upon to

provide clinial, administrative, educational or medically-related community
. . .

9 . .

leadership;,yet like urban physicians, they have had little formal training

. 1'

. . .

for.these endeavors. Moreover, mid-career physicians, like other mid-career

professionals,. may be undergging a mid-career crisis of confidence.

, . ,

.
. ,

Several types of programs, such as tlie Area Health Education Centers,

the Universitypf.Minnesdta's Rural Physician Associate Program, and

./.

"visieing professor" programs, do address ome of the needs of rural physicians

telby providing meaningful links with major m ical centers. Mor,eover,

(
. /, ,

continuing education programs are becoming Increasingly accessible to rural

physicians (7). However, none of these programs adequately 'addresses rural

physicians1,needs for sustained study of 'new or expanding areas'f medici-ne
.

.

. . 1- .

. . ,

arid development of leadership skills; and none adequately bddresseille ,.

problem of physicians' mid-career crises.

k)
-
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The Bush Clinical Fellows Prdgram_is designed to address these problems

through fosterind the'professional development of established rural physlcians
2...

who have demonstrated clinical, administrative, or'educational leadership

in their communities. The impetus for thi' approach was the Bush Foundation's

extensive positive experience with leadership development through fellow- \

.

'ships, combined with its new interests in improving rural health care (3)
41

e" .
.

,. r -

The Program has been developed and-monitored by an administrator'

, (D. Fenderson) ,and ha Policy Board whoSe members were selected to' reflect

geographic and specialty distributions in Minnesota and on the basis of

... experience and leadership in medicarpractice-and education. The'essence
.

.

. .

- V
of the Policy Board's concensus on program goals, concepts, and selection,

criteril is encapsulated in the Program's information brochure for applicants,
ap

1 4

asfollows:

Applicants must be physicians currentlPpracticing in non-metropolitan
r , area . . . of Minnesota, in ,.. :.primary care settings. They

'should a46 .be at least 35 years of age)with ten or more years of
-' clinical iractice. Applicants should be able-to state clearly their . ,..

-needs, and opportunities for application of new skills and knoNi.ledge,i.
. both as to their own career development, and to tho anticipated,

benefit to -Ore community they .serve: Preference will be given . . .

where prior indications of innovation or leadership, and local needs-
and opportunities, indicate a`likelihOod of Significant improvement
in health care delivery and/or patient care quality. .

.
-. ,

.

These criteria for selection have been -- applied in prd ess WhicA(ncludes

,*40, Policy Board review of, apWcatjon materials, site its (i-f necessary)

. .., .
. b

°and intervjews at a yearly selection seminar: The selection seminar serves
':', '. .

"the additional fUnttion of orienting applitapts to new ideas about health,

care delivery- '6ucceSsfUl applicants purspe Programs generally ranging from

$

o el
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three to twelve months at institutions of their choice; they receive

4

stipends of $2500 per month dui-ing'the fellowship, period,. together-with

tuition support of up to $2'500 and a travel allowante of up to $500.

(The, rogram has now selecte three cadres of Fellows. From a total

of 28 viable applitations, 17 Fel owships have been Awarded. Most of the

first group of seven Fellows have completed their programs; some have been

back in practice for.almost a year; a second cadre of four Fellows (one of

the second "group of five Fellow,v:11d not pl.Wsue a program) have just

completed their programs. A third cadre of ,five Fellows are ncv in .

various stages of their programs. What tentative assessments can be made
411111t-'

of this approach .to improving leadership in rural health care delivery
4

through awural .physician mid-career sabbatical program? In the next

sections, we wil l.,describe the evaluation methodology and present selected
e .

results. These results will be based on data from the first two groups of

Fellows who have now completed their programs.

EVALUATION APPROACHES AND METHODOLOGY

Two major evaluation approaches have been used as frameworks for
9

,C) 1
-

cr'
- ,

'assessment of this program--a'gOal-oriented approach (9, 10, 1)) and a

,'case study approach (12, 19,, 14). Why and how have these two approaches

, 0

been combined in evaluating this, program?

I

-oriented approach has been chosen as oneframework for evaluation

because we believe that one fundamentally important purpose of evaluation is

7

1
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. -
to assess how well progiam goals have been achieved (1'5). Therefore,

the Policy Board, as noted? formulated brdi'd, goal-areasto serve as

,

general criteria for asses'smen't of outcomes, .These goal areas were:

1) improvement of the,qUality of' leadership in rural health are and rural
.c,

health care delivery; 2) enhancement of rural physicians' professional

and personal development; and 3) formation of ,1-inkages between physicians

in rural communities arid their preceptors at host medical centers. The

Program-goals must be achjeved through physicians who. pursue diverse

individualized prografis and goals in response to diverse professional and

e
personal interests and community needs. This individualization, and the

consequent diversity of physicians' programs and goaIsc complicates goat-

oriented program
.
evaluation. The evaluation design 'addresses, the problem

posed by this diversity in the following manner.. Fellows formulate

individualized program goals and criteria for success at the beginning of

their programs, with the assistance of the evaluator. Then, the out

flit- each physician are assessed in relatloa to 'these pre-specified'

es'

. cri'teria. Fellows' outcomes are scrutinized to assess the Program's

,

outcomes which are, in essence, the soil of individuals' outcomes, categorized
.

A
.

according to generieProgram goal. areas. This activity of formulating
t .

r
goals and assessment Criteria serves not only-as a method for evaluating

1 .

thelPrOgram, but also as (method fbr'enriching it. It helps,44)lows guide.

. .

their activities, assess their progress, and learn generalizable prdgram

design and evaluatiom skills.

a r/

Goal-oriented not.iented eyaluation,' despite its value,.is no totally,adequate .

r

'. .
,

.

for'assessRent of this program'since..its evaluation clearly presents special

,w.
(,.

chal lehgeS:' f irst,-thire. is lfttle extant 'experience with 'mid-career

-
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sabbtticar programs for.rural.physicians. Iliergfore,Inplanned and
.

serendipitous proCtsses.and outcomes can be expected and should be identifigd.

It isnot sufficient to assess a compleAjemerging program only within what

Stake 416) labels as i"preordinatt speCification" desigh. Second, given'.

the unilUenes's pf tis-erogram, .It Is of particular interest not only to 7.

,

assess outcomes, but also to characterize the experience of pursuing Mid-

career:sabbaiicals. Third., as noted, the. Program goals must 'be achieved'
- qr.

4. ' .J
.

through physicians who,purAte,diverse individualizeprograms and goals in
,

response to diverse professional and personal interests and community needs.

, We have complemented goal-oriented evaluation with a case -study eva1uation

approach, in orderto meet thes- e eraluation.cha`ilenges (12,113, 14, 16).

Namely, we have qualitatively but systematically analyzed f=ellows'.

experiences, outcomes, and-impressions, both to better understand and

illuminate the mid - career, sabbatical experience and to- assess the impact of

kheProgram. Through these analyses wehave identified arid validated themes

pertaining to Program procesges and outcomes .and suggested possible

,

expilahations for outcomes which-are, in fact, morep9siflve thin might have

,

been envisioned.

k , ',.
A syStematic process of, data collection has been design4 to support

' the goal-oriented and case study evaluation:design...The approach to data

collection andtreatmentt- ,' and data interpretation, to be described, is.
.

consistent with Stake's views about evaluation Standards. He states, "Much
- . . "Irk

- , .
. . / ,

of the error people make sin - . . evaluations can be avoided by deliberate 1 .

.

.

readiness, pai-e, replication, and cross examination. The evaluator does 4
not need to rely ori preordinatwobjectives, experin4Atai controls, or criterion

tests to minimize evaluation errors." k16, page 1)
.

°, .1... ri..

f ki f
i
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,

.Each Fellow,,as noted, formulates. goals and evaluation criteria at

se 1 the beg-inning of his or her.prOg.ram. 'Fcl ows then'complete monthly reports'

detaling progress towards their goals, serendipitous oUtcomes', and important

0 incidents related ito the process of taking a sabbatical; they are encouraged'

to submit log diaries and Critical iticidepts. The (evaluator conducts in-
.

delpth.,'ttructured interviews withFellows. at the beginning of their progtams,
. c

I .
, -mid-way through theikprognams (debending on program length and Site-of

- .

Fellowship), at the end of the programs, and periodically after. their re urn
.4

to practice. Persons identified by.Fellows as,references in their,communlities

I

are interviewed after Fellows 'have rettii:ned.to practice to help assess.

community impact. The evaluator and programcadministrator periodically

conduct site visits, is appropriate and needed. Also, Policy Board members

have been intervi {wed to assess their developing views about Program goals
. -

and other important issues. /'This evaluation strategy flows frpm.Stake's

concept of "responsive evaluation" which ethphasizes that evaluation should-
.

address the concerns of those who are the primary audience for the report .(16).

ad-

All-interviews--with Fellows, Policy Board members; and community

v
9.references--are lummar4zed in "memos to the recog." 4111 data--Fellows'

, . .
,

. t
statements of goals and evaluation criteria; monthly reports;'lpg diaries;'

.and interview records--are scrutinized by the evaluator to "tease out

themes pertaining 'to Program impact and Process; these themes are displayed
.

in grids and checked by the evaluator agaihst remaining data. The' evaluator

also checks the.validity of themes and interpretations by discussing them with-1
..

Fellows.

b.

a.

10-

0
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RESULTS..

3

Many evaluation questions have been addressed through this goal-
*

oriented, case study evaluation. Here, results 'will be prelented
-y

,

relation to selected questions. What were the views-of Policy Board

members concerning Program goals/ 'What types of programs and goal areas

= didFellows actually formUlate and follow? How well were Programoals

achieved through the experiences and achievements to date of the first two-
.

.
. .

groups of Fellows? What it,entailed in 'the proces's of pursuing mid-career

sabbaticals.? .What special issues and problems hive been identified?

'

What Mere the Views of Policy-Board Members Concerning

,Program Purposes. and,Goals?
1

In a'serles, of meetings during the Program development stage, Policy'

Board members reached &,coricensus- Omit Program pqrposes and goals which .
;-

,emphasized community health care'benefits, achieved through professional

.

and personal 4evelopmedt of mid-caree primary care physicians.' How did

the Policy Board's views of_Program purpose$ and goals change and develop

as they gained experience in implementing ,the Program? What dimensions.

and facets. do they append, indivtdu lly and as a group, to these general

`'emphases? The evaluator interviewed nine Polic,2oard members (the tenth

member was out of the:country fOr a year)- after the first cadre of'Fellows
4,-- v

had completed their Orograes'and'the second group had been selected, to

\--
"assess their views about. Program goals and other important issues.

, .

4

.

a
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Policy Board Members generally view the Program's goals in terms'Of
V 44 . . 4..

. It = _ ...
mutual physician-and.community benefit. Yet, there Ls,a range of views

. . .

concerning: the Qelative emphaslia on professional and community benefit;
..,_

tz.
. ( s

,

appropriate motiviations for Fellowship study; and the meaning of community
.

, .

0..

. , .

, .
.

s benefit. 4 . . .
. A

.
. :

.

. r

. The Majority of,POty Board members ,61=6) strongly,dmphasizimid-'
,

,'
,.6 r

career renewal is'a primary goal. A composjte predominant vision of the Bush
... ; ,... .

.- . .

Fellow (espoused by six o-., fthe Policy Bogrd:members)-..the personal and"
. ,

professiona l situations, anideal Fellowship program? and hoped-for outcomes.--
,

has the following dimensions. Policy' Board MemberS' envision well- established
.

physicians who may be in a 'down period;' and feel that they are.'missig

meaningful directions in their careers..' They may be experiencing a Mid-

career= crisis, indeed a crisis in4corifidence and'self-esteem as they compare -

themselves with newly trained physicians.,- Whether in a group or a solo

practice, th,Y may feel 'isolated'. in the sense of having a limited vi,dw,of:

possibilities for renewal and change; they may feel 'devoured' by ,hectic.:

.

practices, with little time to reflect on persopal,and professional goals

or to develop meaningfUl interests within their'practices. As,a result of

-

any or all of these problems, they may have even considered reavingrural

/ practices or pursuing alternate careers.
_ .

0..
. .

,

A.Bush Fellowship would :give.Shesephysicians the oppojiynity to pull
%.

..

--.. .. -. ...

away,from their practices for sustained study in areas that, would contri-bute.
. ,

-

to a prFpary care missioVand "community benefit. These physicians would

F
1

.6

update their medgcal knowledge through 'state of the art' study at major

meetal centers; ttre#would make 'significant shifts in their carders,
,

.

r ,
. 0

Perhaps in administrative or health planning leadv.ship; they Would (expand
.. 1.4 ..

4
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)

their horizons 'and discover new interests and approaches to the practice of

,.medipine; they would establish collegiaLand_referral- linkages with

ph'sicians at-Most institution's.

Ideally,

these physicians would return to.their practiceS feeling,

revitalized, rejeuvenated,- and enthdsiastic abou t practicing medicin They

r
would -have alleviated self-doubts, increased their serfe424zteem, and incre

their confidence their medical knowledge end practice. They would,develop

meaningful interests in their practices and Kopefully assume leadership roles

in improving health care, through Contributions to addressilig.group problems,

,both community and practice groups. If they had contemplated alternate

careers, they wouldkfeel more comfortable with their present practices, in
*'

that thy could alter emphases and dIrecti.Ohs and hive meaningful career
w s

goalS within these practiait.

The following Policy BoOd members' comments illustrate the flavor of

the predominant vision.

Give physicians in mid,career'one more opportunity to expand their
horizons, so they could continue to practice another 15 or 20 yearis
without saying to themselves, 'If only .1' could have. . Help them
to alleviate self-doubts and become more confident about the quali.40
of their practices . . . to reduce'their,fears e changing, of not
being' able to hack'it, or not comparing favorabl with younger, more
recently trained physicians. . . . Envision a doctor in a busy solo
or small group practiqe. Provide hem with a chance to leave that
setting; for a few months, take a Zjok at what he or she was doing, ask,
'Is that what I wanted?' and hopefully respond, 'Yes, I'm comfortable
with .it. vision larger practices which are so busy they
seem to Jd

.

phYsicians.. Help these physicianh to develop
meaningul interests within their practices and. time within their
.practices to pursue those interests by such means as adding other
physiians or using non-medical personnel, with a subsequent impact
on colleagues.

191 IJ



In mid-career, there is a crisis, the same old questions, night call,
and- runny- noses.' Medical practice has changed; it's a different
hall game. Encephalitis. is no-longer a major concern; dllergy,
neonatal care, and school behavior problems, are now more prominent
problem.'' Yet, mid-career physicians refer these problems bedause
they are nbt confident of their skills in handlingathem.' d id-

career, to get away, to get different angles about
how to practice medic4e; they'need to develqp new outlets and feel
more comfortable with new approaches to medidine and' the physicir
role. They should develop administrative skills and involve them-

- selves in-theiribcommunities, perhaps as team phfticians or members
of school health assessment teams. As an outcome, physicians who
might have considered leaving medicine, would remain, enrich their
careers; and benefit their 'patierits and communities.

4

Three of the nine Policy Board members interviewed view physicians'

perceptions'of community problems, rather than mid-career crises, as the

ideal Motivetirig factor for FellOwsWP study; they view community benefit

primarily ih terms of addressing group '(the community or the, practice group's),

problems, e.., hospice care or clinic patient education, rather than in

terms of physicians' improving the medical care of their own patients;
8

they view ideal programs as aimed pritharily at developing leadership,

'administrative, investigative, or educational skills, rather than clinical

skills. The fla'vor of this emphasis is captured in the following comments.

Ideally, the initial impetus would be a sense of responsibility for-
dealing wi.91 pressing community kealth problems. The Program would
legitimate for rural physicians . . . a period of time away from ,

4-praqtice to obtain new or enhanced skills to address such problems.
For exeimpLe, a rural physician might be concerned about geriatric.-
care and design a program intended to develop skills in organization,
communication, and.geriatric health care delivery ;_ a physician might
be concerned about a community problem of teenage pregnancy awl pursuit
salpbatical studies in sex education, patient' education, and Learning'

'e theory. The focus ,should be on group (community or practice) loroblems,

not- improvement-of cliff .-- skills for the physician'a own patients.
Many traditional continaing-Medical education programs are available

' for the latterlpurpose. The major thrust should be development.of
organizational, administrative; educational, economic and cominunication

skills to facilitate change.

O

.

Although Policy Board members diffRA somewhat in their views concerning the
"I'1444i;

relative emphasis on community and individual benefit, and their views about

4

r.
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the meaning of community benefit, their view, in general, of_Program

purposes has the following dimensions:

1) improved quality of health care arthealth care delivery for the

community through physicians' leadership in addressing, group

(community and practice group) problems and through physicians

improving direct patient care;

i 2) development of physicians' professional and personal potential

as theydevelop and apply clinical and leadership skills and .

experience a process of "mid-career" renewal\;,and

3)-forging of collegial links between rural.physicians and physicians

it host institutions.

The POlicy .Boar04Mbers''views of Program-purposes Shd.goalS, categorized

A

in generic goalareas, but richly illustrated with interview' data, comprise

a contextually rich framework for evaluating how wel1.7rogram goals have

been -achieved.

WhatTypes of Programs and Goals did Fellows Actua ly
,

Formulate and.Follow?

_With one exception, each Fellow actually entered the Program and

achieved, in essence, the major goals for which his or her program was

approved. Table-1 summarizes, in-capsule_form, pertinent professional

data, program 1lements, and the areas of emphasis of each of the 11

Fellows (in th4first-zIwogroups1of-Fellows) for which outcome data is

reported in this paper. In order to ensure anonymityceachjellow is

assigt'ed a letter code so that the reader can trace outcomes to particular *It

Fe11Q s.
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The outcomes meet and jn"fact surpass the Policy '.ioard's-hopes

for the iP rog ram j-no-matter-wh ch- of- the success -a re-app I led.

Almost all Fellows aohieVed impressive outcomes in the areas of: I) community

benefit (whether viewed In terms'of community-group'problems,,practice,group

concerns,i or direct patient card); 2) professional and personal renewal; end

3) collegia4 linkages with hysicians in host institutions. OutcomeswIll,

bereported in thes. three generic goal areas. Tables II and III, and

IV-A and IV-B, present summary grids of ou'tomes, cross-tabulated by Fellows

and specific outcomes in each goal area. *Examplesare presented.below of

some major of comes. In each case, Fellows are identified by their designated

letter codes.

CommunityBenefit: Commung-ty-Group andPractice-Group

-

Examples of outcomes in the area of group (community or practice)

benefits are particularly impressive and'perhaps unexpected, -since many of

the initial programs had,a distinctly elinical, direct patient care orientation,

These outcomes are summarized in Table II. Some particularly noteworthy

)t outcomes will be described.

Dr. D has been instrumental in implementing an innovative Smoking

Prevention Program in the local middle school. This pragram, which uses

suchtethniques as group discussion led by school social leaders and

asser- L;feness training to resist peer pressure, is viewed as the most

effective of the smoking preventioh programs (Review of Educational Research,

Fall 1980)._ To date, it has been iffpllemented only in schools near university

centers: the University of Minnesota, the University of Texas'(Austin), and

Stanford University; this the first time it has been implemented in a
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4

. -, .

---rurelcommunity.- ur, D attributes this strikingcoutcome to the- interest

he developed., in the program while at the University of Minnesota's

Laboratory of,Priysiological Hygiene.
I

Several of'ttie Fellows have been instrumental in developing clinic-

-wide patient education programs and in,promoting preventive medicine in the

community. One of them (Dr. B)'is working with the clinic nurse patient--

educator to develop a patient education program for chronic probles, e.g.,

allergy, diabetes,thypertension, to include written handouts and patient

support groups. He commented, The message would be, 'You ,can help your-
N

selves. The doctor doesn't have a magic wand.'" Another Or. D) was
.

instrumental in helpghg the:dietician start a pOpular behavior modification

weight reduction course. He also has talked the,hospital auxiliary into

sending every new baby home with a carseat, an important preventive health

measure. Dr. E has promoted risk reduction community-wide by promoting

"Heart Savers" classes with community groups. These classes focus on risk

factors and responses in cardiac emergencies. To date, since November 1980,

over 300 people have attended. This Fellow is; in general, becoming a

community "gUru" on risk reduction, with several newspaper reports to his

credit. He is excited about a variety of new plans, including: public

information sessions, "unsmoke" programs; and business on-site exercise

prOgrams.,

..., Dr. A. has taken leadersh,ip'in promoting the hospice concept in his

iN _
.

area. He is working 'with ,the hospitaiiong-range planning committee,
-,.

physician colleagues,, other health.care personnel, and clergy to explore
,.....,g

4itik the use.of hospice approaches.' Hehas presented in-service sessions on
90K, r

/
.1_7.
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----...

hospice care for nurst g staff, coordinated a re§,tonal. day-long hospice,

:1 . , -,,

conference, and lectur d on 'care offthe dying patint' to secobd-year

I
,

medical students at May'p.

...7 t

-,- ..,
.

Dr. K. has ta4n leadership, in emergency medicine, both ,in his

1

_a
community as well '' in° ihe metropolitan area. He has used". ref ined

I 1

administrative, neg tiation, clinical and educational skills in organizing
V ) i'

.

jelocal nospitS1 emergency system (E.S.), and upgrading the,E.S. to thea' 0:. .'
.

rank of an area center. in pursuit of these goals, he has served as E.S.

director and promulgated'a plan for full-time E.S. 'day coverage. He has

upgraded ***personnel skills through develoOngan educational program

based on "idult,learning methods." As a result, all' - ,physicians and nurses

.44
involved in the E.S. passed the Advanced Life Supporeexam. He has

instituted routine case reviews arid a monthly acute chre conference. The

E.S as a result, has received external "stamps of approval"; the ambulance

service has been accepted as a member of the county emergency medicine system;

and the Fellow and hospital administrator have been apppinted to the county

eme gency.medicine council. Mere is
f
a growing focus on emergency medicine

in the community as reflected by 'thepurchasl of a third ambulance and by

6

>the administration's commitment to build a /ew emergency room. Dr. K is

also becoming a leader in ergency medicine, beyond his local community. He

4
is on a committee to develop area-wide E.S. protocols and prolures. He

has beeri asked by a metropolitan hospital to help design a five-to ten-day

'E.S. Fellowship directed to the needs'of area physicians involved in E,S.

work; and he has been asked to be on the fatuity of a course at Mayo Clinic

for rural E.S.-physicians. As he commented, "The whole thing has snowballed."

-st
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Several Fellows have,demonstrated unusual leadership in their
1,-(7

pratiC'e groups. One (Dr. G) persuaded hiS ccOleagyes to recruit three

new physicians into their practice group. Hes cowered, "I sold the

concept that we were all on a treadmill and that we should slow pr pacei to

get time to develop meaningful interests." He attributes this outcome

directly to the opportunity, provided during his hllowship to broaden his

horizons. As a result of adding the gew physicians, he has had time to

pursue interests in hospital planning, teaching, and anesthesia. Another

°Dr. D) also persuaded his 'colleagues to add another physician to their

pradtice, so they could all spend more time with their patients, focusing

Who

on preventive medicine. Another (Dr. K)' has been involved in promoting the

interests of hispractice group through: lrservimg as Chief of Staff;

2r1mplementing an evaluation of the Chief Executive Officer: 5) spearheading

negotiations for purchase of a building needed for clinic expansior4 and

47) participating in ,plans fox hospital remodeling. Some other noteworthy

examples include: 1) introduction of "state of the art" anesthesia

practices in a,local hospital, through purchase ofup-to=date equipment,

introduction of,protocols and risk ranking systems, and training of personnel

(Dr, G); 2) leadershi4in development of an out-patient chemical 'dependency

treatment progi-ame(Dr. d); and 3) deVel4pMent of a training program fqr

medical consul4Intito local' health agencies (Dr. F).

Community Benefit: Application of New and -Refined Knowledge In Direct -'

Patient Care and Clinical Contacts with Colleagues
A,

4111P

Examples of comes iff this area are legion, and perhaps expected, .given the

type of clinical preceptoPships which were.tht corerOf many Fellows'

1 (1
4.



programs. These outcomes are summarized in Table III. 'Noteworthy

examples include: 1) application of "state oPthe art" a4sthesia,procedures

to improve patient care (Dr. G); 2) application of'up-to-date and practical

allergy testing'(Drs. B, D, and 4);-3) refined application of 'pulmonary

..ftinction tests -(Drs. D.and J); 4) application o "state of the art"

cardiology prevention, diagnosis:and treatment a Proaches,to improve

patient care (Drs. A, C, D, E, G, and KJ; 5) application of up-to-date

tt"

dermatology approaches (Drs. D and J); and 6) use of microsurgery techniques

to reimplant partially severed fingers, repair nerves, arid repair tubal

pregnancies (Dr. 1).

Some patient care outc et will be' briefly detail&I to illustrate the :

flavor of outcomes in'this area. Greports that he is.applying estate

of the art' knowledge of anesthesia procedures to improve patient care,

including: 1) use of multiple psycholeptic drugs to keep Oltients awake

but.pain-free; 2} use of the mechanical ventilator.; and 3)4,stp.histicated

monitoring of biophysical functioni during anesthesia. Dr. 91 repcirts that

she now feels "on a par with other allergists," and is using updated allergy

treatment approaches to Improve direct 'patient Care. or example, he has

Ordered ald js now using new patch testingnmaterials re ended by the

AmeLcan Contact Dermatitis Association. She is also using a medicine flow

sheet (developed at the University of Minnesota) which allows clear visual'i'za tion

P of asthma patients' progress. Dr. D reports that "the greatest impact of

(his) Fellowship hasvbeen in the are of preventive medicine." He,now takes'

more time with each patient to do more comple te cardiovascular exams and.

stress\he importance, of exercpise,ngn-smoking, and reduction of sti-ess,
,

1

weight, and salt intake( -He is most gratified by patients' compliance and

.20
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by,outcomes such as decreasing blood pressure, without medication. The

result has been "greater satisfaction in practice." Dr:1'E repOrts that he

is applying refined cardiovascular prevention, Aia0osis, and treatment
i

skills in providing 'state of the arecardiology. care to his patients,

through more complete examinations and "use of 011 the new vinasive and

non-invasive diagnostic/Management prOcedures."

IndiVidual Benefit _ '

'4 4

4

Many outcomes, although assocflteobwith community benefit,icedound:

primariWto the individual physicin's benefit; tHeseoutcomes can be
.

characterized in terms 9f persona) and profWssional :renewal. °These

outcomes are summarized in Table IV-A. -This renewal has many facets. For

4^
example,, many FellOws,leport a sense of "excitement" and "joy",about

developing up-to-date clinical` knowledge and skills (Drs. B, C, D, E, I',

,k J, and K). For example, Dr. B reports that he has''developed habits of,

. . .- 0%
reading and independent study 'Aid!, are holding over.' He now reads three

,

- _/
to four-Mes at much as he did before hiS Fellowshjip'and makes a habit of

pull-fnl-journalarticles-m
,

hith he keeps in a stack on his desiciand goes
, ,

, _
A .

thrliegh daily. Dr. I has found it a."joy" to become up-to-late in allergy

care and plans to findotime.to study for Allergy, Boards . -Dr. K,reports thal

he has 'reamed again how to read and-study.' Hehas asked himself, "IT fit

possiblIoto create within my practice-time for, reflectionand, innovation?"
.

..

, As a restilt, he has decided to'continue this type of°Fellowshlp experience

0. 1.
on a, smaller scale, one day Aweek.

21

. ,

4
4
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Many Fellows haVe rept:lit .v..1. fyi.,
ftf:.4-0,.,

''..ok e *,!..
they attribute to changes in4tnter%

-;

.L.
Fellowships. For example, Dr. B repbr.tf°0*;-. tie greatest change -for him

.. le P -.

has been 'an indrease in routine. dermatOl°
-

o

g practice situations, which

tins developed' during their
,

e,.;:.004shad been'A'"side

trip:: for him-, but many patients had --hid valleagues, "When will Dr. B
. ..

be back?" to handle their dermatology p r o e m s 1 Also, whereas Di. B used .f
.

. ,
. to see30-35 patients a day, he now

seesF23-4,

26 patients a day in order to

provide more holistic patienticare,
.

asvell as to handle dermatology problems
. .

4 ,

along with;Other problems in the same visit., Dr,-j has also made significant

'changes in her practice situation. A major program goal for Iler was to

expand to-a full-tithe practide. This goal has been achieved in that her

tpractice has been "significantly busier this year, primarilyywith allergy

0
and dermatology.patients." She is so busY'that'hec,nurse now gives shots

and administers medications, tasks she hersi-Af had previbusly done. In

.

'addition, Dr. 1.1
a f

y.seekings activel to change her.physician role and image

by using all patient allergy visits A's vphiOes to discuSs other medicartnd

pSychosocial problems. Consequently, she i,s beginning to function asa
.

4.
primary physician for many patients, which to be "fun" and

"in ng."

Many of the Fellovis report that theft Fellowship expeMence has had a

positive impact on their family and their family relationships.
.6.

Dr. D for

texample, repeatedly repot ecl(-,that his:family (who moved tof. the Twin Cities
.

..

with him) alsO hid a revitalizing expertence, thrbughjchanging their
...'t

e.

environments and developing new interests. Dr. G noted:posiiive changes in

family relationships during his Fellowship period,'which he,attribUtes to ,

having had more time to parent. H? commented, "Now, I am determined not to

1 my family as short as, in the past'l,"
. 0
4; A.
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, . ,

.One of.the most Impressive, and-pe rhaps unexpected, outcomes of the
.

.

Ftbgram is the scope and intensity of.revitaliiation experienced by .

.

almos'eall Fellows. This sense of renewal is powerfully expressed by
-

severa l of ,,the Fellows:
----""2..."...

Before my Fellowship, I was in a rut and fee ling threatened by the
competence of newly-ti.ained family practitioners. During mu,
Fellowship, enhanced my confidence and self-esteem, through
successes in leadership and refined clinical'skills. It was spare,
intellectually and financially, but I proved I could do it. At 45,
I am lucky to find out that I do pave marketable skills and that
am returning,to,m§ community because Y chose to return., I missed my
patients and colleagues and feel great about returning. I am certain
I yill.get'r7apect and support there for pursuing new dimensions in
murgOice.

,

I had begun,to.find my practice boringand*wondered, 'Am I'doing
what .1.want .to be doing?' For me, the benefits of the Fellowship
wea_much more than the scientific, medical knowledge I learned.'
I have emerged with a sense of confidence in my abilities as a
physidian and pride in'my medical practice. I have.had time to
reflect on my prdctice, but also_time to relax and evaZuate my
'goals for the future. I now find myself anxious to return tb my
practice, feeling refreshed, revitaZied, and, enthusiastic about
implementing new approaches.in my practice.

Collegial and Referral Linkages with Host Institutions

It was hoped that through this Program Fellows would establish continuing

collegial pd'referral linkages with physicia4 at host institution's. In
4

fact almost all Fellows have reported on-going substantive contacts with

their preceptors (See Table IV-B). For example, Dr. C has cometo view
.

c

some physicians in the nearest large community (Sioux Falls, SD), where he

had taken a preceptorship, as a center for 2referral and colieagueship,',noting

that he 'had talked to many phY n'gsicia there on the phone for years, but
T

never met them.' Dr. I maintains collegial and referral links with her

preceptor at the University of MfnneiOtsa;'she calls bith for consultations,.

'44*

4
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and uses his laboratory services. Dr. K (whoPrbctIces' in a community near

the Twin Cities) has established collegial relationships with emergency

1

service directors at various Twin Citiet hospitals where he had preceptorship

experiences during his Fallowsnip.; he now calls them directly tip-discus

problems that cross the boundaries of different ambulance services.
a

A

What'is Entailed in the Process of Pursuing

Mid-Career Sabbaticals?

This question is impdKant for several reasons. FiTst;.there is

'little extant experience with mid-career sabbaticals for rural physicians

and it is important to study the character orthis-exPerience. Second,

/' , k o .
o .

study of this experience can help to account for outcomes. Third,lf

persistent patterns are sliscei-ned, knowledge of these patterns can help.

e
to guide future Fellows. .

Our case study analysis suggests that there are consistent patterns

and themes in the Fellows' experiences, despite diverse interests d

circumstances. Among these. themes, the most important relate to.:' 1) the

4

transition from practice to Fellowship; 2), fitting into the fabric of clinical, 4

training and dbsigning programs; and 3) the transition from Fellowship to

practice. Ea4Iii of the patterns will be dicussed and illustrated.

910,

The Transition from Practice to Fellowship

1.

4

441

i.
' Almoit all Fellows experienced some discomfort in-making the transition-

,

f , , r

from.practice to Fellowship. During.this period, Fellows must adjust from

'-I
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1

64.."
structured- -pract -ice situation to an unstructured Fellowship (situation in .

which they must personally instigate allactions related t6 their

.

Dr. G c6mmentedtha_tillas a pilysiCian locked into a busy, structured

4

schedule, he had yearned for'time to grow, but at first found it unnerving
.

to productively structural, life as t. student without the demands of a

practice,schedLite.1 MoSt 6T the FellOws have resolved these efficulties
, . ,

throUgh a Rrocessof.learning to sat priorities. Dr..K's comments about'

tffe problemOle encountered during thi transition, and the learning process
.

stimulated by these-difficulties, is typical of, what other Fellows report.;

The greatest impecjiment in the firs
_discomfort I felt in having respons
with a completely unstructured sche
totally the life of a Practicing ph

'1month ,f my Fe'lowship was, the
'bilityhfor time commitments
uZe. I now recognise how
sician is Structured by other's.

To move out of this has been threatening.* Ijhave found an abundance..1
of opportunitiei to enrich my education. Man conflict in time and
some are more valuable than others. I am dev loptng the skills to
set priorities'and make selections,

During the transition period, Fellotqs must also a ust f

,
physician role, andheir relationships with patients, to the student role.

This adjustment has several facets. First,'as.Drs. G nd I commented,

'physiciani become accustomed to the aura of the physician" role and find

if disconcerting to take on the student role.' Second,Fellows tendedto

miss their patients at first. For example,'Dr. G'reported that he 'actually

experienced the classical symptoms of situational depression which he

y from his practice and ,patients - -a ,seasonedat t r ibutedetk walking- aw

physician--and becomin

rece tor relatronshi

a'student.' Third, Fellows Must adjust to student-
-1,

For example, Dr. H-commented, "I'm not surehow,

I feel about being a-Jtowli resident.' Beepers, call scheduPs, keyi, room

assignments, meeting,and getting to know my teachers. Scary tome. "_ He

nr
Aso

e
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,adds,_"Finding it hard to hbla my_tongue_and remember I am. the student.
.:1 .

6 . .

. .

So long I've made the decisions." Each of these types' of adjustments
4 ,

give'Fellows the impetus to look at themselvesand their roles in new.

ways.

Also, during the transition_period, although Fellows reported working

'hard--some as many'as 80 hours4a week- -they still have found that they are

adjusting.as Dr. D commented,'"to a slow-moving pace as compared with a
_

hectic clinical gractice." Dr. K portrays this situation vividly, Mid-way

through his Fellowship,'he.helped out in his Clinic during a flu epidemic.

He commented:: "4,had forgotten how much pressure is on the physician from

a' time standpoint. . . There is no time to think." -While the change

-in pace fi-as at first been disquieting for most of the'FellOws, it has also

probably been one of the most salutary aspects of the Fellowship experience.

As Dr. D commented, "the slow, unstructured pace provided much needed
\

time for -reflection about future goals and implementation,of new ideas

and practices in my community." This theme was echoed by almost all of

the Fellows.

Fitti,nginto the Fabric of Clinical Training,

Almost all Felldws h ve made special' adjustments to fit into the

faiiric of clinical training, a situation in Which they are a-unique group,
),A -

.. .

.
neither medical student hdreresident. In 121.4 category, we include issueS

relatpd to:' 1) defining directions and.goals for-an entire FelloWship'

or for specific segments; 2) Fellows' roles in host inst *tutions;

3) supervisbry and collegial relationships with Mentors, preceptdrs, and

-V rl
a... 0
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other students; and 4) adjusting to different clinical millieus.

Defining Directions and Goals. ,4most all Fellows experienced some

initial concern or difficulties with respect td defhing goals in general

and arranging clinical experiences. For example, Dr. K has periodically

asked himself, "Shduld my goals be broad.and flexible, or haerowand

specific? Should I explore many areas or focus on a few specific areas?"

After much cogitation about this .issue, most Fellows have formulated

clearly defined broad goals, but have been flexible in altering emphases

.

and Specifics: Dr. K commented, "It is importanyo have overall goals and

to work to achieve them. Nevertheless, flexibility is important. Phyiicians I, ,

are Inherently goal-oriented and work like race hourses. It is self-
. 4 I

1

.

defea'ting to, the purposes of A sabbatical to' set Inflexible goals;"

1.
(

)

Dr'. Kagrees, commenting, 'I have been goal-directed, but often
,
one cannot

.

predict.what will be of value. I sift through the sea with a magnet.
-3 .4 . '

This has,helped Me to' achieve more 'and I have scanned many options for the

future."

Fellows'-Roles in Host Institutions. On the whole, Fellows hke been

warmly 41comed at host institutions. For example, Dr. D:commented thaf

he had 'received a warm reception and been a welcome guest in every

Preceptorship setting.' Nevertheless, rrinyjelobis mentioned difficulties

-fitting into thefabric of clinical training, due to ambiguous expectations

about Fellows' needs an& the uniqueness.of -their positions. For example,

Dr. 8,cemmented, "I amhot-accepied as e=pder in any one group--staff,

. . .

restdents, interns,.medrcal studehts; so: that; -I find myself conforming to
.7,,....

, _each little group wherever ,I happen-to be,at that time. Usually after the
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. first week or so, people accept my presence, seem to work along well, and

. do seem to be quite cordial." Dr. C commented, "The physiciansT Sioux
cr.

Falis were cooperatiVe, but I think they find it a little awkWard to have'

a practicing physicia6 present." Moreover; Fellows'find themselves

competing with residents and students to do procedures and obtain valuable

clinical experiences. Dr. D-noted that in pulmonary medicine at the

University of,Minnesota, 'although there were always people available to

answer questions, he found himself competing for experiences with residents

and students.' He commented, as did many other Fellows, "One needs time

to buird trust."

Supervisory and Collegial Relationships with Mentors, Preceptors, and
/

'Other Students, Among the most important Fellowship experienclsinvolve

relationships with mentors, preceptors, and other students. Preceptors serve

many roles for Fellows: guides,,Models-rand colleagUes. Dr. T valued the
p °

guldance and supervision provided by his preceptor in microsurgery. He

commented, "Theilost positive thing was to improve my techniques in micro-.

surgery, Under the guidance and supervision-of an expert. For many, years,

,

I have practiced surgery alone and it has been a very rewarding experience

to have someone Jooking-over my, thoulders to help me learin from and correct

my own mistakes." Dr. M-felt that "exposure,tdgeriatilc role models - -in

their-medical and political-roles--has been most enlightening." Dr. B noted

that, 'half of his'teachers were younger than he and that it took time to,

r getc'oover their deference to hiS age'and bacgPound, but that soon a nice

rf,

balance of student and colleague.. was reached.'

L,)

17)R
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Fellows' relationships with other students and residents are compl:ex.-

Due to their experience, Fellows have the potem17:1 to serve as preceptOrs

c

for students and playing tI-as role serves to enhance their self-esteem.

Dr. D commented, "I've enjoyed contacts with various students'and discussing

medicine in rural Minnesota with them, I feel I've been helpful.in teaching.

various aspects of medicine." He believes that bis contacts with medical

students and their strong interest in his practice experiences and hrs

Fellowship activities have 'enhanced his self-esteem.' At the same time,

as noted, FelloWs do find themselves in competitiOn with other students for

clinical experiences.

o

Fellows must also adjust to a variety of clinical milieus. In general,

Fellows' experiences in different clinical milieus helped to broaden their

horizons, but also to enhance their confidence in their medical- practices.

Dr. B's experience at Mayo Clinic; for example, provided the impetus for

giving even greater emphasis to-holistic patient care; he came to view the

primacy care provided by h[s 'clinic as an important and special, contribution
0

to health care delivery. D. D commented, "There are better minds at the

medical centers in the Twin Cities, but there may be bettermore ardinated

`patient care in my community."

ID

The Transition Fromfellowshig to Practice

Generally, FelloWs have looked forward to their return to practice.

As, Dr. K commented, "It will be nice to get back%and it writ be fun to relate

to patients' and colleagues:" 'Yet, the return to practice has been a two-

,

edged sword.. Dr. D mentioned the concern expressed by some physicians about ,
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losing their practices. Generally, this has not been the case. As Dr. K

said, "My schedule ,is full of people who want to return to my care now

that I am coming back." Thls quick return,of patient volume has forced

Fellows inta.a rapid transition from a slow, unstructured pace to a hectic

practice. Dr. D began to 'feel swamped and back in the same old grind.'

Dr. K found the first two weeks to be "stressful and traumatic." He had

"forgotten what it was like to be under pressure and to have one's time

structured by other people."

fl

Most Of the Fellows had develolied interests and ideas they wished to

pursue in their practice situations. Some encountered resistance to

changes they wanted to make and this resistance had to be overcome. Many .

Fellows found themselves over-extended as they attempted to pursue their

new interests within a hectit 'practice: They have taken several routes to

addressing this problem. Some, such as Dr. K, are,"struggling.to find ways

, , .

- to dejegit," but have not yet found completely satisfactory resolutions.

-
. ...

Others, suchas Drs, D and G, have convinced their colleagues to recruit_.

r additional' physicians 'for their practices.

1 411-

Thus, pervasive and consistent atterns,have been observed, despite

wide variations in interests and circumstances. _Fellows tend,to experience

considerable discomfort as they make the transition from the physician to the

.student roleand the transition from a structured practice situation to

a relatiyily, Unstructured Fellowship situationIn which they must determine

their own goals and directions: ,TheTjflust fit into the fabric of clinical

training, in which they are &unique gt:oup, neither medical student nor



4

resident. Therein, they must clarify goal and role expectations with

preceptors who as yet have 'ambiguous Conception about their' status and

needs. Upon ,their return to practice, they experience difficulties in

' making the transition to a hectic practice:schedule; -they may become oyer-
r

extended as they attempt to pursue new-found interes;.hey may encounter

resistance to changes they would like' tolmake. MOstfellows do eventually

resolve these difficulties through'proCesses of adjustment. ,Many-believe-

that making these adjustments constitutes a fundamentally important learning
0

process which may help to account, inpart, for the impressive,'and

unexpected, outcomes in the areas of community benefit and professional

renewal.

What Special Problems Have Been Noted?

.Despite the clear successes of the,Program, it hasnot had the number'

of applicantsenvisioned or desired. The Bush Foundation hadallocatgd

.funds for 12 -15 Fellowships per. year.. Yet, in the first three selectiOn,

cycles, out of 28 viable applications, only 17 Fellowships were awarded.

Board members- and Fellows suggest that this situation is symptomatic of the

real problems that rural physicians have 'in leaving their practices for any
0

extendethfleriod of time for professional renewal. Many note that physiCTans

fear the loss oftheir practices in whatfls viewed as an.increasingly

competitive practice environment. Furthermore, mid-career physicians, with

children in college, typically have heavy financial obligations. SOme

suggest that financial constraints are not the main impediments to leaving

practices (since the Bush Fellowship support is generous),- but rather

;Motional ties to patients and fear of. change or faiture.; One Board member

-7 -
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commented, "Physicians have strong emotional ies to patientt-who are a

source of continuity and support. They know they should leave their'

practices for a ,period of time, but their need for renewal conflicts with

fears of breaking ties with patients, fear of failure, and fear of taking

a chance.", Some suggest that physicians in groups, who are "married" to

their partners feet, reluctant to ask their partners to cover for them.

Similarly, solo practitioners have; had difficulty obtaining practice

coverage. Many suggest that the decision to take a sabbatical Involves

Major dislocations. As Drs. D And K comment, 'It't diffiCult to muster

forth the energy.and overcomeAnertia.' Potential,Fellows also confront

issues telated:to family and living arrangements. In addition to these

fundamental issues, many suggest thal4potential Fellows may simply not have

sufficient knowledge about the,Program in terms of their own persOnal

circumstances. As the Program Administrator has commented, "We made the

naive' assumption that we could proclaim the opportunity and have an immediate

effect. That turns out'not to be true."

An associated problem is that despite extensive efforts, two Fellows

were unable tod.kind adequate practice coverage and had to,i truncate their

intended programs. The actual commitment to absence from practice for

I

a .

4.

prolonged period of time is more difficult than had been anticipated,

particularly for solo practitioners or physicians in small groups. The

issues associated with this, situation are crucial. to address -since they also

effect recruitment of physicians into the Program. As one-Board member

commented, "A major problem is the failure of the Program to adequately

,
reach 'gran roots' doctorsin,solo or small group practices." Another

asked, "How do we help Dr. X to get.i.away? It will be al challenge for.the
.

114
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Policy Board to make mid-career sabbaticals truly practical for those who

, dream of getting away': The need is there;, some parameters to make it

possible are there, but some barriers are still in place."

Another issue relates to guiding Fellows. As discussed earlier,

:Fellows experience donsiderable discomfprt, indeed floundering, in the

transitions-from practice to FelloWship and from Fellowship to practice.

Much of this discomfort appears to focus on difficulty in determining'

program directions and goals., difficulty in communicating expectations to

'preceptors, and difficulty in fitting into the fabric of clinical taining'.

, .

Fellows also experience the,emotional difficulties associated with sudden

role' shifts. To what extent and in what ways should the Program

administration attempt to amel(orate these difficultieS through gUiding

Fellows?
4 4,

Wt.

Currently, guidance takes place in several forms and contexts.

Subsequent to'Policy Board screening of-applicants, questions are typically

posed to applicants directed toward helping them to focus their programs
11.

and goals,,, with view towarh optimjzing.professidnal and coMmunity.benefit;

selection seminar interviews typically serve-the same functions. The

ek

program administrator has played a major role in helping Fellows shape

programs, through site visits and correspondence before theselection seminar,

and meetings during Fellows' programs. Furtfier, before beginnrng their
0

programs, each Fellow meets with the program administrator and evaluator to

define goals and evaluation criteria'; sbsequent in-depth interviews are

I I

intended to help Fellows assess progress and future directions. 'Neverthe-.

less,-,FellowS still experience discomfort related to defining PrograM

.09 7
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irecti_ons and to the problems assiciated with sudden role shifts.

) 41L. s

There are different stances one Could take concerning 'guidance Of

Fellows, and the related issues of Program concretenesiand flexibility.

)
The Policy Board and.adminis) tration,could help Fellows to narrow content,

areas and goals,ieven before the selection seminar and commit Fellows,to

follow through,on,theiplans, thereby' helping them to make the best use

of their time. Clearly, haAwever, the problems Fellows have An structuring

9 -

programs are, in fact, meaningful learning experiences, which maybe of value

in enhancing their professional lives. There is a fine line between helping

Fellows make the most effective use-of their time through guidance and

support and prematurely terminating ankintrinsically valuable process of

adaptati.on:

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

;

The actual Prograth outcomes to date are impressive in ,terms of

community benefit, Individual developmentrand renewal, and community

'

linkages with host institutions, It could be Argued that the assessment,

T'
f community benefit ifn terms of direct patient care is suspect, since

direct patient care outcomes are most adequately assessed through such
I ,

methods as chart audits or qUaliti' of care assessments.. This 4s true:
dfi

However, :these evaluation-methods would not hive been feasible' in assessing'

a Fellowship program, with FAllows who practice in communities sprinkled ;-

7F

011 over the state, who have pursued diyerse programs directed towards

diverse goats. Nonetheless, we contend that thii assessment of community

benifit in terms of direct patient care, through physicians' reports of
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refined'skills, use of new approaches, and new-found confidence isiteaningful

and strongly suggestive ,(on a .Pladder of assumptions') of improved patient

care. Given the positive outcomes to date, this type of program has the

potential .to be_a/PrototyPe for cOntInuin education, that will'contri ute

411

I

in significant ways to improvement-of-rural-zheilth care del-ivery, Furthdr

goal- oriented and case -study evaluation of this Program I's need 'd to

validate these themes with la'rger-numbers of Fellows, to assess long-term

. . 4
outcomes; to determine the predictors and conditions of sucpess,and,to

assess the feasibility of this approach as a practical approach to continuing
,

1

--/education for large nUObers of physicians. Hopefully, documentatiAgf of
.

. . .. . . ,

the impact of this foundation sponsored program will.serve as an impetus . ,

& a
1

for physician practice groups to develop their own sabbatical programs.-

.*..

This program has the potential to serve as a prOtotype for continuing

education and mid-career development oflphysicians, as well as.other

professional groups such as lawyers, nurses, and dentists who do not

currently have institutionalized sabbaticals. The evaluation approaches

themselves' may provide guidance for assessing fellowihip programs which,

until recently, have not been systematically evaluated.

I BH/nb j

0J
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TABLE I

-V.
...

Capsules of Fellows' Professional Data, Fellowship-Programt,'and Areas
of Emphasis. -,

. . 4

i
I

Dr. A, Age 52. In practice 20 years-in same community., Family physician
in group of three physicians. Former president of the Minnetota Academy
of Family Physicians (1975 -76). Rural Physician Associae Program (RPAP)
preceptor. Mayo preceptor and'lecturer. Aoallareas: hospice care,;,/
cardiology, diabetes; geriatric care, oncology, pretepting. Program ilme
frame: September-October, 1980; part time, Detember.1980=June.1981.

ram com onents: cardiology preceptorship St. Louis Park
Medical Center SLPMC , St.,Louls Park, Minnesota,-4one month); advanced
cardiac life support class; observation at Diabetes:Education Centel-,
SLPMC (one week); preceptorship at Hospice-St. Paul (two to.three-weeks);
attendince at Third Annual Hospice Organization Conference; attendanoe at
various hospice meetings.

Ma or ro

Dr. , Age SA In practice 25 years d n same community. Family physician
in g oup of nine .physicians. School `board member.) Hospital family practice
lead r. Goal areas: basic sciences-.-1mMunology and,pharmacokinetics--related
to al gy; a orgy; dermatology; patient educapon;-independent learning.
Program t se frame: September 1, 1980 - ,February 29, 1981. Major program
components: Mayo Clinic: "Visitrng Clinicianv in allergy, asthma,
dermatology; attendance at medical school lectures in immunology, ca °rdiology,
pulmonary medicine, cutaneous4systeml- observation of patient education
program. St. Louis Park Medical Center:4- preceptorship in allergy=
dermatology. Attendance at conference on family practice care of asthma patients

I

.(San Wego). -

Dr. C, Age 57. In practice 24 years in sail& community, laeneral,practitioner
in solo practice, RPAP preceptor,-(th'ree years).° President, Southwestern
Minnesota Medical Society. .Chief of Staff, focal hospital. Goal areas:
cardiology, emergency medicine. Program_timeYrame: pa'rt time .1" 1, 1979
to-Oune, 1980 (contacts with potentiaj cooperatingInstitutions with
eXpenses paid, but no stipend')'; -part time June 1980-June 1981. Major
program components': cardiology preceptorship, Sioux Falls (two weeks);
emergency meeicine seminar, San Francisco (five days); traun seminar',

University of Minnesota (qM) (five days); cardiology preceptorship, St.
Paul-Ramsey Medical Center (SPR) (eight daysY; one- to two-day,preceptol-ships
in Sioux Falls..

'36,
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Dr. D, Age 48. In practice 22 years in same community. Family practitioner
ingroup of six physicians. Delegate; Minnesota' Academy of Familc, Physicians.
School board member. Chief of Staff, lgcal hospita). Medical director,
rehabilitation center. Medical director, nursing home, Regional director,
RPAP. RPAP preceptot (five years). Team physician. Goal areas: cardiology,
pulmonary medicine, sports medicine, fttnesal preventive medicine, patient
education, diabetes, teaching. Program time frame: September 1, 157
February 29,.1980. Major program components:. pulmonary medicine preceptor-
ship, UM (two months); cardiology preceptorship, Hennepin County Medical
Center (HCMC) (two months); observation of coronary care unit, SPR (eight
days); neonatal intensive care preceptorship, UM (one week).; orthopaedict
preceptorship, HCMC (one month); cardiovascular disease continuing medical
education course, UM; cardiovascular risk conference, UM; chest radiology
course, UM; study at UM Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene--smoking pre-
veion program, cardiovascular risk program, Mr. Fit, and exercise
physiology. / 1

Dr. E, Age 48. In practice.20 years in same community. Internist in group
Zn7 physicians. President, county medical society. Co-initiator/medical
dieectoe,- periodic community hypertension screeningsurveys. Medical
supervisor, YMCA cardiacrehabilitatiod program. President, Kiwanis (1969-70).
Coordinator, CME Seminars 0973-78). Goal areas: cardiology in community
setting, including prevention, diagnosis and management; education--patients,
in- service, cohtinuing medical education. Program time frame: October 1979-
March 1980; additional two months *at time to be determined. Major program.
components: Mayo Clinic, "Visiting Clinician" in c iology; study use. of
echocardiography 5nd Swan-Ganz catheters at Northwe to n Hospi41 (NW).
Observation at UM Laboratory of .Physiological Hygie e; attendance at risk
factor identification conference, UM. Attendance a cardiovascular care
conference, UM; Minnesota Medical AssOciation (MMA) seminars for directors
Of medicareducation.

Dr. F,,Age 57. In practice.24 years in same community. Pediatrician in .1

group of 25 physicians. County health officer.. Director at Large, Schoot'
District. ,Southeastern Minnesota Health. Advisory Commisiion. School
physician. Goal areas: viral and bacterial infectiout

i
diseases epidemiology,

l'

identification, vector control,bsurveillance; public 1th and role of
public health offider; childhood development, particu e,ly high risk infants,
failure to thrive, sudden infant death syndrome, child-dbuse, behavior
problems, hand apped children. Program time frame: August- September, 15804

Department of ealth; meetings with specialists'ingviral diseases angc
MarcH-April, 1 81, Major program components: rotations in Minnesota

bacterial diseases, UM; pediatrics infectious disease course, UM; fell

'in ambulatory pediatrics, handicaps, pre - schoj and school functioning;

...
nr;,*t.1i

ship
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Table 'continued

Harvard Medical School (HMS); developmental-behavioral pediatrics.course,
HMS; course in managing children's/adolescents' psychological crises,
HMS. 4

Dr.,G, Age.37. In practice 11 years in same community. Family.pradtltibner
in group of 13 physicians. Instrumental in building group and developing
"model small town hospital" with emergency room post-anesthesia recovery
room, and coronary care unit. President, practice corporation. Hospital
board member. Preceptor, RPAP and second-year medical students. Goal areas:
cardiopulmonary crises,' anesthesia, psycho-social problems, neonatal Inten-
sive care, computer technology, death and dying% chemical dependency,
teaching, basic learning skills, career development. Program time frames
September 1, 1979-May 314 1980. Major program components: cardiologx,and
respiratory courses for second-year medical students, UM; biomedical computing
course, UM; dynamics of marriage and family course, UM; graduate respiratory
phystology course UM; basicand 'advanced cardiac life support clas'ses;
independent study -of exercise stress testingvapprai5a1 of respiratory
function, and anesthetic agents; function as resident in anesthesia/at SPR
(tWo and one-half months); cardiac arrythmias course, UM; 'visits at several

,chemical dependency treatment centers--St. Johns,,tt. Marys, Glenwood Hills,
North Memorial, Hazelen; observation of coronarylcare unit, SPR; preceptorship
at neonitology,service,'St. Paul Children's Hospital.

Dr. H, Age 45. In practice 16 years,' 10 years in'sdffe community. Family
practitionermith one other physLcian. Clinical Assqciate Professor,
Department of Family Practice and Community Health, UM. Preceptor to medical
students -and nurse practitioners. Used nurse practitioners within practice.
Developed hospice and day-d4re center. Delegate: President's Council'bn
Aging...Goal areas: ge!riatrics--discipline; theories.of aging; basic sciences;
clinical knowledge and skills; preventive medicine; social, economic, and ,1
demographic aspects of aging; physician role. Program time frame: September 9,
1980 - September 1981. Major program components: function as third-year
resident intmultidisciplinary'team at Deerlodge Hospital, University of
Manitoba, as Clinical Fellow'in Geriatric Medicine.

4

Dr. 1, Age 54. In practice. part -tithe 13 "ears in same 'community..

pedatric allergist, in alinic setting, with other physicians for consultation
.

Active_reember of the American College'ofLALLergy. Goal areas; update In
allergy,'Immunotogy, pulmonary medicine; expand to full-time practice, with O
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Table I continued

is

increased scope in adult allergy-, immunology, and dermatology. Program
tfte frame: September 11, 1979-May 31, 17980, 80 percent time Fellowship
and 20 percent time in practice: Major program components: allergy and
dermatblogy outpatient preceptorships.pM, VA, SPR;. medical school immunology
course, -*III .respiratory conference, UM; rheumatology conference, UM:, annual
allergy course,- UM. -

Dr. J, Age'5§. In practice 10 years,,6 years in same community. Solo

practice in, general medicine and surgery. Goal area:- -microsurgery
techniques. Program time frame:, Janpary lggb. Major program components:
microsurgery peeceptorship, University of California, 4,c Diego.

Dr. K, Age 46 In.practices20 years, 18-years in same community. Fami y

practitioner Jn group of nine physicians. Principal Investigator, grant
from National Cepter for Health Services Research to study the use of
interactive television in health care delivery. Chief of Staff, local
hospital. Preceptor, Mayo studehts and SPR family practice residents
Goal areas: upgrade clinical knowledge and skills to feel competent a

family physician; learn "state of the-art" ofemergency'medicineclinicar, 0

administrative - -to upgrade the local hospital emergency service:- Program
time.frathei, SepteMber 1, 1979-August, 1980. Major program4components:
observation and preceptorships in various emergency roomsWaconia,-North
Memorial, HCMC, SPR, -Mayo Clinic, Los Angeles County Hospital, Hirbor
General Hofital, Loeig.Beach-liospital, Kaiser group, Novata Community
Hospital. Short seminars, c6nferences', reviews.and preceptorships in a
variety of clinical band administrative pleas: advancea-ilfe support_
adoleScent medicine, basic sciences, cardiology, dermatology, ENT, emergency
room principles and Kocedures; electrocardiography, family.practice.review,
genetics!! negotiation, neoriatal care, pediatrics, plastic surgery; psychlatry,
psychotherapy,_pulmonary medicine, radiology, renal disease, rheumatic i 4
diseases, sexuality., wellriesa., 'Independent study. Addinistration:, director
local emergency room; Chiel.of Staff, local hospitql; Chair, MMA Directors,
of Medical Education Seminars 'planning committee; chair, Foundation for
Health Care Evaluation education committee. Education: di4ector, continuing

medical education at local hospital; member, of committee to write SPR
family practice residency_ objectives.

4

4

I_
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TABbE II

Community Benefit Outcomes; CoMmunity or Practice Group

Fellows coded identities) °
Outcomes A C D F G H J

.
.

Anesthesia Service--Upgrading

Chemigcal Dependency--Outpatient
Treatment Program

.

Computer Technology Applications

Education - Administration

EducationClinic Patient Education
'

Education--Community/Schools

Education--Medical/Nursing Students

Education -- PhysiciansPhysicians

EducationOther Health personnel

Emergency Service--Upgrading

..

Epidemiology/Infec,tious Dtseates7.-
Community Contr.] Program

Hospice Care /geriatric Care

.

Pract[ce Group--Contrib'r . Resources
14

Practice Group -- Leadership .

.

Public-MealthLeadership .

.

School Programs--Stimulate/
Develop New Programs .

.

4
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TABLE )11

Community Benefit Outcomes: Application of New/Refined
Knowledge "in. Direct Patient Care` and

\, ',Clinical Contact with Colleagues

.
.
.

.

.

Outcomes .

Fellows_Scoded identitles1
A B C D E F G H I

__

J K

Allergy, Asthma, Immunology)
Pulmonary Megicne ,

-..Anesthesia'
..

.

Cardiology Care

. .

DeDermatology
.

Diabetes Care

.

Emergepty Care
1

Geriatric Care

InfectiousDiseases
o.

.

Microsurgery
9

Neonatal Care
.

Pediatrics-
,..

Preventive.kedicine -

.

Sports Medicine
.

.

. .
.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

_

x

,

x

x

,.

,

.

x

x,

x

x

x

-

x

x

-x

_x

.

x

;x-

,

x

x

x

'X

x,

x

x

x

,

x

x

x

.

-

x

x

x

x

0

x

x

x
-.

x

x
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TABLE IV-A

Individual Benefit Outcomes

Outcomes
_FellowsABCDEFGHIJ(coded identities)

lo

Professional/Personal "Renewal" xxxxxxxxxx
Excitement/Joy- about Enhanced
J gte

1
nests'.and Skills

1 x
-

x. x x x x x x x x x

.

Improved/Altered Practice
Situations . x xxxxk x x

. .
Enhanced Study/Update Skills xxxxxxxx .x. x

Desire for,Further Preceptorship
Experiences x x x x x x x x x x

Positive Impact on Family
Relationships,

.

x x x x x

.

TABLE IVIO

CollegiateRefer?al linkages with Physicians at K9st Institutions
_

Outcome
Fellows (coded identrtie's)
A a' C.DEFGHI

Collegial/Referral-Cinkages* x

a

x

I

x x x X x x x

- 12
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